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Worklg Group 21
(authorized by the CHARA Council at the Eighth Meeting on 16 May, 1966)
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Navy:
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tion Medicine, Randolph Field, Texa
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Evendale, Ohio.
3. 14 October 1955, Subgroup at Aro, Inc., Tullahoma, Tennessee.
4. 26 October 1955, at Washington, D. C., Roger Smith Hotel.
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REASON FOR ACTIVATING THE WORKING GROUP

In 1954 the Z 244X-2 Subcommittee of the tion generated by these programs shouid result in
American Standards Association published its the same kind of basic data. If the information
report "The Relations of Hearing Los to Noise generated by the Air Force Program, and po-
Exposure." Realiking that their results were not sibly other Armed Services 0enservation prn-
a full statement, the Subcommittee recommended grams, could be included in the pool of noise
the continuing collection of data upon which a exposure data Already collected by the Research
better statement of the relations of hearing loss Center of the Subcommittee on Noise in Industry,
to noise exposure could be based. In the Spring a considerable c',,tribution of basic data would
of 1955, Dr. IL 0. Parrack, the -Air Force Noise result.
and Vibration Control Coordinator, became inter-
ested in Improving this statement. He suggested Since the Resoarch Center was well started on
the furmation of a Working Group to advise him the collection of basic data, Dr. Par,-ck thought
on how to establish a hearing conservation pro- it would be to the advantage of the Air Force to
gram or programs for the Air Force that would utilize the CQ =cý's experience in developing
satisfy the immediate special needs of the Air audiometric te. Ing programs, data recording
Force and which would, at the same time, gen- forms and instrucw= for carrying on hearing
erate the kind of data needed to broaden the conservation pr..-grams. If common procedures
itatement of the relatioas of hearing loss to noise were used, the Air Force (and the other Armed

exposure. Services, if they so desired) could submit data
from selected programs to support the Research

As early as 1958 the Research Center of the Center's over-all effort. In this way, the accumu-
Subcommittee on Noise in Industry (AAOO) had lation of a large body of data, covering a wide

established a central IBM information pool for range of noise exposures, could be completed more

the collection of the type of inforrmaton deemed rapidly.
necessary to show the relation of hearing loss to
noise exposure on a statistical basis. A special Discussions within the CHARBA Council con-
audiometric data card had been developed by cerning the purpose of this request for a Working
which industrial organizations cooperating with Group disclosed considerable interest on the part
this program could forward employee audiograams of Major James P. Albrite (MC), Army Council

to the Research Center IBM card pool, as well as Representative and Captain Clifford P. Phoebus
certain information concerning their employees' (MC), Navy Council Representative. As a result
exposure to noise. of invitations issued by the Council, Army and

Navy personnel were appointed to the Working

Dr. Parrack ",orsidcred that both industry and Group.

the Armed Forces were facing similar problems
in establishing Conservation of Hearing programs, The introduction of more powerful machinery
and that solutions applicable for the one group in the factories, of jet aircraft (both civil and
might, with smail variations, be made applicable military), and of Improved military machines and
to the other. While the Hearing Conservation weapons has greatly increased the work hazards
Programns for the two groups might differ in in the noisy areas around these machines. In
approach and in the methods used, the infourma- nearly every case superior performance is achieved

-3-
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through the addition or release of more power, uous exposure to stsdy nde not hisher than
which results in the generation of louder noises, about 104 db over-all sound pressure level. The
Technological progress in the foreseeable future Armed Services (and Industry, too) are faced
would appear to be forced to follow this same with regular operating noise levels that are well
rule. The generation of louder noises has two above 104 db overall sound pressure level, as
unfortunate aspects. The first is that the workers well as intermittent (not continuous) exposure of
in the immediate area are exposed to a noise of the same personnel to a variety of steady and
greater intensity. The .Aocond is that the area in
which the noise levels may be dangerously high is o f t he nise at ig he levels. inteen~iged tla ex~in moe popleandcomli- effect of the time factor in the case of inter-enlarged, thust expuzmlag morre PC0,%e_ and compli- mittent exposure to noise is a field about which

cating the problem of protecting hearing. The vytte e s ko t0e is a coeld aot wich
determination of the exact relations of hearing very little is known, the Z24 data could not with
loss to noise exposure therefore becomes of In- safety be extrapolated to fit these situations.
crenng importance as more powerful machin., Clearly, the ollection of extensive body of
is introduced. The Z-24 Subcommittee statements data meeting certain minimum informational and
were based on a relatively small number of audio- technical standards is needed to extend the Z-24
grams (about 200), and they assumed a cowtin- data to fit ftese larger conditions.

ENDORSEMENT
This report is approved and endorsed by the Council of the Armed

Forces-National Research. Council Committee on Hearing and Bio-
Acoustics. The Council suggests that the data card form and its instruc-
tions be used by each of the Armed Services for a trial period of one year.
The Council is certain that the card form will meet the requirements for
research into the problems of the relations of hearing loss to noise exposure.
The Council hopes that the experience of the trial period with this card
fori can be used to develop a trn-Service card form which will serve the
research purposes and also all other purposes for which medical records
are maintained.

HALLOWELL DAVIS
Executive Secretary
By Direction
21 May 1956
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ARMED FORCES -NATIONAL RESEARCA COUNCIL
COMMITTEE ON HEARING AND BIO-ACOUSTICS

Office of the Executive Setretary
Central Institute for the Deaf

818 South Kingshighway

St. LouS 10, Minsouli
20 February 1955

Report to the CHABA Council from Working Group 21:

CHABA Working Group 21 herewith transmits data card form to the Armed Services for coi-
to the Council a ar'ilometric data card form sideration and preparation as a tri-service (De-
which will elicit the minimum amount of data partment of Defense) form. The Working Group
required for the eventual correlation of hearing further recommends that Service regulations gov-
losses with noise exposures. This card is based erning the use of the card should permit the
on the form already developed by the Research transmittal of copies of cmmpleted cards to the
Center of the Subcommittee on Noise in Industry Reaewcn Center of the Subcommittee on Noise in
but contains modifications suggested by members Industry for inclusion in their pool of noise
of Working Group 21. Many of the changes have exposure data.
been made at the reqLest of the military members.
Industrial and military users are free to add addi- The Working Group considers that the Hearing
tional information to the card to suit their par- Conservation programs now being developed by
ticular purposes, but it should be reemphasized the Armed Forces are approaching their stated
that the card represents the least quantity of objectives and that it is unneeae&y for the
information that will be useful in establishing Working Group to prepare any further doe'rments
caumal relation between hearing loss and noise concerning Hearing Conservation Programs at
exposure. The particular form provides for efli- the present time.
ient coding of the data and is planned to facilitate

the transfer of the information to record cards The Chairman considers that the primary mis.
for machine analysis The Working Group rec- sion of the Working Group has been achieved and
ommends that the Council tr,.nsmit the enclosed recommends that it be discharged.

ROBERT 0. FEHR,

Chairman,
Working Group 21

-5-
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INSTRUACTUUNS FOR 2OMPLETING TM
REA 5•,G CONSERVATION DATA CARD

The mhenial on tho Hearing Conservation Data Mitiary Status. Check the appropriate box to
Card is d& "ded into six major categories: indicate wbether the subject is a military or

civilian employee.
deti:catjz -t of Indr.-ual

'u•,un•t No! Ev-osure Secrity Number, - S*Wvf Number.

c) ereviGus I. m .usure Record the subject's social scurity number or his
service number, or both, in the VA'oper siyac*. If

d) Medical HW and StW6 the subject is a military employee, make certain

e) Most Recent Nois Exposure that the -rdce number is recorded, and If he is
a ivilian employee, make cea-tan thut the social

f) Heairi. ; Lses security number ho regdead.

Additional Dau. Additional data neesryt Sei Iica the person's sex by toeln the
me-t local needs and objectives way be recorded S

on aupplementy sheeta and attached to the approprate s e

pre•sent Data Card. The present formi represents
the minimum uta that are required for a pro-
posed nation-wide research study. The recom- b) Current Noise Expenre
mended codes and conventions must be followed Npartment or Lseatiom. Record the depart-
to make the data most useful for this study ad ment number, tht coded location or the area where.
easy to copy or .-,icrofilm effciently and without the subject generally works. For example: de-
coufusion. Uniformity in the forra and coding of prit 108; or, area 5; or, setIon 8 ht hag
data for statistiial study is very important. 6, etc.

Card Number. On the first card that is used for
each individual, place the number 1 in the square Job or Noise Code. Record the utilation AFS(

at the top of the card. (The numbers in the MOS, or job or nolo- t---cure ee (to b devel-

parentheses are for the use if the key-punch oped), which best dosmibes the subject's wo&r.

opertor.) As additional cards m used for the Where possible, the job cede should include infor-

srzge person, enter the number of the card in the nmation about the noise and the subject'i exposure

I quare at the top of PAch new card. For example, to it. An example of such a code is ppreented on

iH it is the person's second audiogram, which is page I2,

placed on a second card, enter the numlmr 2 in
14a square. Time in job. Determine the length od tV,.: in

years, or moaths it less thta one year, thet the
a) ~l•entif.,atien subject has been working in the coded job en-

vircrnment. Circle the number in the squarei that
Name. iRecoMi the subject's name, last nlaae is directly below the col•_mn he.ding containing

first. thli length of Uiwe. For etxamlpe, if the subjmt

P1 (.a~ id b •e i.eseq~rch Center.~, bcomrrahee ,u Nol'• hto been working in ihp coded Job enviran-ment for
ni Industry. 11l No)illh 33omnfv brae Rtreet, [.o6 Anyeies 26.
Cuidforr.ia. seveen years, circle the number "5."
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ExPosm TIrn. Record the number of hours column. If he indicates that he 'ulways" or
that the employee is exposed to his major noise "frequently" wore ear protection, circle the letter
"xposure on a 'typical" day. If less than one under the appropriate column according to the
hour, record the number of minutes. If the ex- code used in column 21 for the class of car pro-
posure time cannot be determined, because of a tection most frequently used. For example, if the
complicated or irregular noise exposure, place an subject woi ked for a total of three years in cate-
"&X" in this square. vory "e," and he frequently wore insert plugs

when exposed to noise in that category, circle the
Wears Ear Protection Other Than Dry Cotton letter "X" in that column.

During Exposure to Loud Noise. Ask the subject
if he wears ear protecton other than dry cotton Gunfire. If the subject has W military basic
on the job. If he answers "yes," determine how training in which he was eyposed to gunfre• check
frequently he wears ear protection when exposed box No. 1. if he has had combat and used guns of
to load noise ,90 db or greater) and check the 50 caliber or less, check "Light Arms," and If he
q*"priate square. If he answers "no," check used gums of greater than 50 caliber, check
"Staer." "Heavy Arms." If the subject has gone hunting

ten or more times during bs life (excluding air
Meet Freqetly Usd Ear Protection. If the rifles), check "Hunting," and If he has engaged In

sUbject indicatu that he wears ear protection target practice ten or more times (excluding basic
other than dry cotton, determine the duo of ear training), chock "Target Practice."
protection he most frequently uses (Insart-type or
cr Covers) and check the proper square. Als de- d) Medical History and Status

trn the type of ear protector within th6- class
that he most frequently uses, and check the History. Check the proper boxes to indicate the
appropriate squtte- presence of the corresponding data for each ear.

c) F w Ne~se Exposure Check 'Tar Injury (Mechanical)" if the subject

re in Each Category. A tentative code con- has received any ear injury caused by a blow by
a foreign object.

tar•iug six categoriea for rezording previous ex-

sure to noise Us rreafleud on pages 11 and 12. Check the -irst square behind "Hearing Loss in
These categories are based apon the over-al noise a t a blood relative (grand-
level of vu-iout job operatione, graded in 10 db parent, parent, brother, dater, son or daughter)
stepQ. Category "a" represents those jobs having ad a hearing loss which started before th ater
ai over-al noi,% level o! 80 to .90 db, while c of forty. If more than one blood relative had
gory Vf'~ repm ents Jobs having an over-all voie aouch a hearing loss, check both of the squares

behind this category.
years, or months if less than one year, that tte
employe• has worked in each of these categories Status. Check the proper boxes for each ear.
on his previous job, on the job before that, and on
all p-ior jobs. Check "Tubal Obstruction" if the drnnhead is

Ear Protection. Determine how frequently the not seen to move, or pressure there is not felt by

sabject used ear protection, other than dry cotion, the subiect, on performing the V&!sava maneuver.

on all previous jobs within each catego•y. Tf rm
all previous jobs withmn a given category the sub4 6) Most Recent Noise Ezpos.ro
ject "seldom" or "never" wore eam protection. Time Since. Determine tWe length of time which
leave the space for ewr protection blank in that has elapsed since Lhe end of the ubjet's last

- 9-
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exposure to nolse. Circle the number in the Date" Recckd in numbes the month and the
square that is directly below the column heading last two digits of the year that the test is given.
containing this length of time. For example, Nf It For example, if the test is given in June, 1956
has been forty-five minutes circJe the number "8," record 61/-.

Duration of. Determine the number of minutes Age. .,•-d tIe age of &a sabjeot as the
or hours duration of the most recent noise ex- number of years at his last birthday.
posure. Circle the number in the square that is
directly below the co!atrnn heading containing this
length of time. Pure Toie. Record the hring loss in decibels

in the appropriate space for each frequency. The

Used K Protector. Check the proper box to recommended frequencies are: 6W0, 1000, 2000,

indicate whether ear protection was worn during 3000, 4000, and 6000. In addition, 250 and 1500

the most recent noise exposure. are optional

f) Hearing LeAsse Speech ReeeptkwL The determination of speech

Had Audiomnetrit *t Before. If it is the very reeption thresholds by means of rlecoded spon-

first auflimetric test the person has ever ha de word lits is optionaL

check "No." If he has had a previous pure tone
audiogram, given by any agency, check "Yes." It is recommended fbt. the Hearing Conwrva-

tion Dat% Card be Az"' -ti the obJect's medical
Day of Week. Record the day of the week, i.e., records afte- the data have been transferred to

Monday, Tuesday, etc., on which the test is given, an IBM card,

-10-



CODE FOR OVER-ALL NOISE LEVELS AT MACHINES'

a '%80-4 db) c (100-109 db)

Lathe, automatic Conveyor, strip st-ol

Liming machine Forging manipulator

Welder, are Furnaces, oil, gas, electric

Grinder, pedestal, on small tools
b (W 0) Hammer, forging

Boring machine Hammer, pneumatic, peening

Drill, pneumatic Hammering machine, rotary, on steel tubes

Drill, radial, vertical, etc. Hoop machine, steel wire

Grinders, castings, pipe, metal parts, etc.
Jointr, ~ olt squeeze machine, sand moldingJointer, wood

Lathe, engine Lathe, automatic, wood

Lathe, turret, other than ram type Lathe, turret, ram type

Leveler, steel plates Mill, roughing, steel plates

Mill, bloomer, strip stee Planer, wood

Mill, strip Bteel Pointing machine, steel parts

Milling machine Press, pneumatic

Polisher, metal tubes Press, punch, automatic

Ram, pneumatic, sand molds Push-up machine, sand molding

Rivet bucking, fusela•e Rivet bucking, wings

Router, aluminum stock
Sand muller Riveting gun, pneumatic, wing assembly

Sander, wood Riveting hammer, fuselage assembly

Scarfing, acetylene welding equipment Sand slinger

Screw machine, automatic Saw, circular, cutting metal

Shaper, small steel parts Saw. cut-off, circular., wood

Shear, steel plate Saw, friction, steel

Weider, butt, electric Shakeout, castings

Welder, gas, on steel Shot blast, small castings

Welding machine, tube Surfacer, wood

Tumbler, small castings

'Adapted from "A Noise Survey of Manufactsing In- Vibrator, pneumatic, sand molds
dustriev," by llenry B. Karplus and Ceorire L. Bnnvallet,
reprinted f•mr~ American Industrial Hyglmixe Association
Quarterly, 14:4. December, 1953. Wrench, pneumatic
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d (110-119 db) Riveting jig, wing assembly

Air hoist, pneumatic Sandblast machine, on hand toom

Chipper, pneumatic, castinga 0 (120-129 dib)
Core blower, qand cores

Corrugating machine, sheet steel Eninar, pneumatic, tank

Cutting machine, hardened tools Engine, airplane, propeller

Decoiler, steel Riveting gun, pneumatic, subassembly

Hammer, bumping, on thin metal

Hammer, drop, automatic f (13o ! or over)

Internal combustion engine test Engine, jet

Nail machine Riveting hammer, pneumatic, on steel tank

Tentave

CODE FOR OVER-ALL NOISE LEVELS IN AREAS'

a (80-89 db) Power plant, alternators, etc.

Futrnace, annealin Ramming, pneumaticGrindin n 
Riveting, routers, a t

Gr'indhine shop, lathes, presses, etc. Sawing, lo0, etc.Machining, lathep Screw machine, automaticMilling aluminum 
Shot blast roomSand molding 
Steel pouring

Spraying, varnish, etc. W'e drawing

Veneer department e :100-1i db)
Welding, are

Wood finishing, sanding, planing, jointing, etc. Chipping, castings, ete.

Conveyor
b (90-99 db) Furnace, eleetric

Castings, cleaning Hammer, drop, automatic

Core room Molding, push-up machines, etc.

Fabrication, steel, handling, cutting Punch press, automatic

Foundry operations, sand slinging, etc. Riveting, pneumatic, large steel plate teaks

Furniture making, planers, jointers, saws, etc. Tumblers

Hammer, drop forge9

Mill, bloomer, roughing, strip, etc. d (110-119 db)

Mill shop, wood Shakeouts

'id. Chipping, pneumatic, cleaning steel tank welds

-12-
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Job Code

Boring machine operator ... ...................................................... 01-b

Chipper operator, pneumatic, on castings ... ............ .............. 02-d

Chipper operator, pneumatic, on tanks ..................................................... 02-e

Core blower ......................................... .. .................................................. 0 -d

Drill oparator ....................................... .. ............. .......................... 04-b

Grinder operator on castings, pipe, metal parts, etch. .............................. 05-b

Grinder operator, pedestal, on small tools.......................................... 05-C

Hammer operator, bumping ---------....---.-.-------- ........................................ 06-d
Hammer operator, drop ............ . .......... 074d

Hammer operator, forging ......................................................................- . 07-c

Hammer operator, pneumatic, peening .. . .............. 08-C

Hammering machine operator, rotary, on steel tubeL ......................... 09-c

Lathe operator, automatic•......... .............. 104

Lathe operator, engine, turret, other than ram type. ..................... 10b

Liming machine operator .................................... . . ................... 11-a

Milling machine operator .......................................... ........ 12-b

Punch preos operator ............................ ............... S-c
Riveter, pneumatic, wing, fuselage assembly ................... c. . .. 14c

Riveter, pne-matic, sub-assembly .......................................................... 14-e

Riveter, pneumatic, on steel tanks .................... .. .. 14-f

Rivet bucker, fuselage ................... ............ 15-b

Rivet bucker, wings ................................................................. . . 1S-C

Router operator, aluminum steck .......... . ....................- . 1--b

Saw operator, metaL ............ . ...... ............ 17-c

Shaper operator, small steel parts ........... .......... 18-b

Shakeout operator, castings ................ .c...... -

Tumbler operator, nmafl castings ................ .......... 20-c

Welder, arc ......................................... 21-a

W elder, gas ................................................................................................... 21-b

Engine, airplane, propeller ........................................................................... 22-e

Engine, jet ...................................................... ........................................ 22-f

'The two digits are used to separate jobs having the sante over-all noise level, and the
letters correspond to the categorios representing the over.all noise level o! each Job.
T'iis value can best be obtained by sound level measurements, but where this is not
possible, a close approximation can be obtained from the classifications on pages 11 and 12.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR KEY-PUNCHING THE
HEARING CONSERVATION DATA CARD

I. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Pun&. the information found on the Hearing military or civilian status and the first digit of the

COnservation Data Card into the columns on the social security or service number have been
IBM card that are indicated by the numbers in punched.
the parentheses above each item of information.
For example, punch the Hearing Conservation Within each column, punch the number or
Data Card number into column (1) on the IBM letter" that is either checked, circled, or written
card. in for that item of information. For example, in

column (10)0 punch the last digit of the social

A small letter "o" behind a parenthesis indicates security or service number which is written in,

that an over-punch is z, L pbtced in that column. and the letter ia front of the square that is

When one of these cohlumus is encountered, hold checked under "sam"

the IBM card in that column by depressing the
extended space key until both sets of information Where there is no inZormation for a particular
have been punched into the card. For example, item, punch a zero into the column containing that
hold the IBM card in column (2)* until both informatio.,

U. SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

Card Number (2-10) 0 Social Secarity No. - Service Number.

(1) Punch the number written in the square If, under status, "Military' is checked, punch the

at the top of the card. For numbers 10 through service number in columns 2-10. If "Civilian" is

19, punch the unit digit and an X-punch; for checked, punch the social security number into

numbers 20 through 29, punch the unit digit and these columns. If the number punched into these

a Y-punch; and for numbers 30 through 89, punch columns contains less than nine digits fill in the
the unit digit and an X-Y-punch. remaining columns with zeros through column 10,

holding the card in this position.

(10)0 Sex. Over-punch the appropriate letter.
a) Identification

Name, The name i8 not punched into the LB.M.

card. b) Current Noise Exposure

(2)0 Status. Holding the card in column 2, (11-13) Dept. or I*Chfion. Punch the numbers

over-punch the appropriate letter. that are written in the square.

'The X-punch is sornet.mes referred to as an 11-punch, (14-18) Job or Noise Code. Punch the numbers
and the Y-punch is sometimes referred to As . O 12- ,r that are written in the square. If there are lesa
R-punch.
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than five digits In this square, fill in the remaining (84) 0 Duration of, and Ued Ear Protectr.
columns with zeros through colunm 18. Holding the card in column 34 with the extended

space key, punch the number that is circled, and
(19) Tha. ft Job. Punch the nmnber that is the letter that is hecl-0.'.

irc•ed

(20) Exposure Time. If less than one hour,

pumch a zero. if one hour or more, punch the 1) Hwlng Losses
number of hours written in the squvre, unless
thk number is larger than eight. If the number (85)0 Had Audiometric Test Before, and Day
is eight or hae, punch an 8. If there is an X of Week. Holding the card in column 85, punch
in - souare, punch an X over-punch. the letter that Is checked, and the number cor-

responding co the day of the week that is written
(OQ) Ear Protectio. Holding the card in col- in the sqwire. Use the following code to designate

uxn 21, punch the number checked under "Wwe the day of the week: Monday-l; Tueeday--2;
Ear Protecton Other Than Dry Cotton During Wednerday--3; Thursday-4; Frkday-.5; Satur-
!bxposure to Loud Noise," the letter over-punch day-5-; and Sunday-7.
for the clams, and the number for the type checked
inder 'Moat Frequently Used Ear Protecon." (86-38) Dae Punch the numbers written In

the squure

c) Previom. Noise Exposure (89-40) Age. Punch the numbers written in
(2-27) o 2ime In Each Category. Add up the the square.

time in each category, and punch the appropriate (41-72) Pun Tone Thresholi Punch the
columns acoording to the code used In (19) Tint numbers written in the squares into the appro-
In Job, except that if the total time in a particular numbe wrlttn on the squares To the umrcategory is l•i than one year, punch a zero. Use priate columns on the IBM card. Two columns

are used for each frequency, but only the first
the over-punch to punch in the lettern circled for of the two columns is indicated In the parentheses.
ear protection under the appropriate columns.* Use an X-punch over the unit digit to indicate a

Punch zeros in each of the blank columns. minus threshold, and round 100 down to 99 so that

(28) Gunfire, Punch the number, or numbers, it will fit into the two columns. If a frequency is

checked. left blank, skip over the columns that contain that
frequency. If a frequency is marked "NR" punch

an OY in the columns for that frequency.

d) Medcal History and Status (78-78) Speech Reception Vireshokls. Punch

(29W0) History. Punch the numbers checked the same at pure tone thresholds.
for the right ear in column 29, and the numbers
checked for the left ear in column 30.

(8142) Status. Punch the numbers checked
for the right ear in column 31, and the numbers Preet Number
checked for the left ear in column M2. (79-80) Punch the project number that has

been assigned to you.

e) Most Recent Noise Exposure After punching the IBM cards, return the

(38) Time Since. Punch the number that is Hearing Conservation Data Cards to the medical
circled, department.
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IBM CODE FOR HEARING CONSERVATION DATA CARD

DATA COL NO. CODE

Card Number 1 Direct trnsposition of unit oigit, using an X-
punch to indicate 10-19, a Y-punch to indicate
20-29, and an X. and Y-punch to indicate 3049.

a) ldentfdaro

Status 20 Military ................ ........... X
Civilian .....-.. . ...... .......

Soca Security Number 24100 Direct transposition
or Serv.ce Number

sex 100 Male ................... Y
Femnale X

b) Current Nolse ixpeasur
Department or Location 11-18 Direct transposition of supplwnmntay cod&
Job or Noise Code 14-18 Direct transposition of a,.pplementary code

Time in Job 19 0-2 Months _ 0
3-5 Months -. X
6-11 Months y
1 Year -- ---- 1

2 Years ....... .... 2
8 Yomr .. ...-
4 Years ....... _4

&9 Years __5

10-14 Years 6
15-19 Years 7
20+ Years ..... 8

Exposure Time 20 0-59 Mfinutes ....... 0
1 Hour ....... 1
2 Hours 2
3 Hours ....... ...- - -. 8
A. Hours ._ 4

5 Hours 5
6 Hours . .... 6
7 Hours ......... ... _. 7
8 + Hours.. 8
Indeteimiinate _ X

FEar Protection, Frequency 210 Always or Frequently .................. 1...... 1

Seldom or Never ................. 2

Ear Protoctica Used

Class 210 Insert ............................................... X
Covers ................................................... -- Y

Type 210 Elastic ...... ............ 8
Non-elastic ............... 4
Fitted --------- _ _5

Muffs ........--------------.-.-........ 6
Helmet ........................-.......... .................. 7
Other ....................................... 8
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DATA COL. NO. CODE
c) Previom Nolas Exi4uu

Categry a 229 04.1 Months ............................ 0
b 23c I Yew 1........ .....

2430 2 Year ..... 2
20 8Yearsm 8S26o 4 Years ------------- 4

S276 -9 Years_.. . ............................ 5
10-14 Years ..-........................ 6
15-19 Year. . 7

20+ Yea ......... 8

Eir rProteuon W-270 Insert ..............-......... X
Covers Y

Gunfire 28 Basic Training 1
Combat-Light Arms 2
Combat-Heavy Arm .......
Hunting 4
Target Practice 5

d) Medical itery ad Staim
History-Right ear 29 Aural pain ....... 1

Drainage - .... 2
Ear injury (mechanical).____ 3
Surgery (ear or m•.tid).- _.___4

Left ar 80 Head injury, with uo o 5
Tinnitus prior to ikrst e'oure. .......... 6
Tinnitus following expoure ..... 7
Hearing LOSS in immediate family.- - 8

Status-Right eamr S Malformation of external ear or canaL......... 1
Obstruction of, or drainage from cmnal .. - 2
Perforation of drumhead .___8

Left ear 32 Upper respiratory infection or naal allergy._ 4
Tubal obstruction .... .. S

e) Most Recemt Ndw Emxsre
Time since exposure 88 1-9 Minutes . ...................... .

10-29 Minutes . ............ 2

30-69 Minutes
1-7 Hours 4
9-28 Houim .... ............. 5

24-47 Hours 6
2-6 Days .. .............. 7
7-13 Days ......... . . .. ................ 8

14+ Days . . . .............................. 9

Duration of expoure 840 0-29 Minutes .................................... 0
30-59 Minutes ....................................... 9
i Hour ............. ............................... 1
2 Hours .............. ....... ....................... ........... ..... .. 2
8 Hours .... ....... ... .. ............. ......... ........................ 8
4 H ours ....................... ............................... ...........-. 4
5 Hours ........ ............................ 5
6 Hours ................................ 6

7 Hours ................... ......... 7
8+ Hours ................ ... ............................ - 8

Used ear protetion 840 Yes .....- .................. X
No ............................ .............................................
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DATA COL. NO. GODI

f) Hearing Loan
Had audiometric tet before 350 Yes ... .. ...... ..................... ........ X

No ................. ........................... Y
Day of week &so Monday ............ 1................ .. I

Tuesday .......................... ................. .............. 2
Wednesday ............................. S
Thursday . 4
Friday . ............. . .... .
Saturday ................................. 6

Sunday ..... .... .................... -

Date-Monith 36 January ......................... ...... .. 1
February ......... . 2
March ............................. .........
April .......... ...... .... ....... 4

May ........... ------
June 6
July ---- .7

August.8
September .
October 0
November ............... X
December ... ... _ _Y

Yer 87-88 Direct transposition

Ae 39-40 Direct transposition
Audiometric data-Pure tone Direct transposition where possible

250 41-42

1000 45-46 Minus value X-punch over unit digit
Right ear 1500" 47-48

2000 4940 100--rounded down to 99
3000 51-52
4000 58-54 No response-OY
6000 55-56

250* 57-48
500 59-80

1000 61-62 Minus values-X-punch over unit digit
Left ear 1600 68-64

2000 65-06 100--rounded down to 99
8000 67-68
4000 69-70 No response-OY

N000 71-72

Audiometric data--Speech receptions
Right ear 73.74
Left ear 75&76 Same as for pure tone
Binaural 77-78

Project Number 79-80 Assigned

"Optional
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